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Vegan Strip Club
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Private Dances

Gift Certificates Available!
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Quiz Night
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SE STARK ST & 176TH AVE
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ENTERTAINERS ALWAYS NEEDED
CALL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS
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LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER AND TANNING BED!

ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!

LARGE HEATED & COVERED PATIO WITH 2 BIG SCREEN TVs!

HUGE MAIN STAGE, LONG CATWALK STAGE AND CAGE STAGE!

EROTIC 2-GIRL SHOWS ON STAGE AND IN THE HOT TUB!

HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

COME CHECK OUT OUR DIFFERENT DAILY FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS DURING HAPPY HOUR!

LAP DANCE CORNERS, VIP ROOMS & CHAMPAGNE ROOMS YOUR CHOICE!

OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY

SUPER BOWL PARTY 
SUNDAY, FEB 7
FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS DURING THE GAME!

CELEBRATE FAT TUESDAY 
TUESDAY, FEB 9
SHOT SPECIALS ALL NIGHT!

Brooke
TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS, TEXT CHRIS © (503) 979-0499
TRANNIERX ENTERTAINMENT LLC NOW BOOKING PORTLAND'S FINEST ENTERTAINERS

WORLD FAMOUS GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS

THE CLUB

OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-2:30AM & SUN 4PM-12AM
3710 SE McLoughlin Blvd / Milwaukie OR 97267 / (503) 908-1177

THURSDAY, FEB 25 TH
THE WEST CONTEST
BEST BREASTS OF
3RD ANNUAL

SUNDAY, FEB 14
KILLER CUPID PARTY

ASK ABOUT OUR
FACEBOOK
SPECIALS!

DAILY SPECIALS
VIDEO POKER!
DON'T FORGET TO CHECK OUT SPYCE SPRINGFIELD/ EUGENE
1195 MAIN ST
SPRINGFIELD, OR 97477
(541) 741-0402
PRIVATE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
www.Pussycats.Portland.com

WE SPECIALIZE IN LAP DANCES,
MASTURBATION, TOY SHOWS,
FETISHES, 2-GIRL SHOWS & MORE!
COME GET NAKED WITH US!

NAUGHTIEST SHOWGIRLS
IN TOWN!

Under New Ownership!

OPEN 24 HOURS

- 3 LOCATIONS -

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
3414 NE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 :: (503) 384-2794

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 :: (971) 255-0133

SW PDX LOCATION
10813 SW BARBUR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97219 :: (503) 206-5874

Pussycats’ Privacy Policy: No cameras, video or audio recording devices are ever placed in the private show rooms. Pussycats always protects your privacy.
Mystic Gentlemen's Club

9950 SE Stark St • (503) 477-9523
Corner of 99th & Washington • 2 Blocks Off I-205
Open 9AM-2:30AM Daily
www.mysticpdx.com

Mystic Bowl Bash
Sunday, February 7
Drink Specials All Day
Free BBQ Ribs • Prizes
Halftime Entertainment

Happy Hour
9AM-6PM Daily

Mystic Boutique
Open To The Public
Great Selection Of Dance Apparel & Shoes

Three Locations To Serve You
Little Amsterdam Wellness Center

Visit Our Website For Locations And Hours
www.littleamsterdampdx.com

Auditions Daily Call Pugsley (503) 803-1830
WE PUT THE SHOW BACK IN SHOW CLUB!

Kit Kat Club

Indigo Nix

LIVE MEWSIC EVERY PURRSDAY NIGHT!

THU FEB 4 - ADRIAN A & THE WOUNDS
THU FEB 11 - THE FABULOUS MISS WENDY

231 SW Ankeny • Downtown Portland

OPEN 5PM-2:30AM DAILY • KITKATCLUBPORTLAND.COM • IN ANKENY ALLEY, NEXT TO VOODOO DOUGHNUT
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BOOM ROOM

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
503-244-7630 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOOMPDX

TWO STAGES FEATURING
PORTLAND’S HOTTEST DANCERS

PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHs

SUNKEN COCKTAIL BAR

LUNCH SPECIALS

POOL TABLE

VIDEO POKER & KENO

Every night is a good night
for a little Boom Boom

TEXAS HOLD ’EM POKER
GAMES EVERY DAY & NIGHT

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS, EMAIL PHOTO & INFO TO
BOONDANCERS@GMAIL.COM
OR TEXT (503) 453-3946
CLUB SINROCK
PORTLAND’S NEWEST NORTH-END DESTINATION!

SEDUCTIVELY-PRIVATE ROOMS
The Vault...
WE NOW HAVE LOTTERY!

INDUSTRY HAPPY HOUR
EVERY NIGHT 9PM-CLOSE

The ABSOLUTE BEST Private Rooms!

12035 NE Glisan St • (Formerly Jody’s)
Open 11am-2:30am • (503) 889-0332
www.ClubSinRock.com

18+ Audition Hotline – Text/Call (360) 335-7721
ANCHORAGE • RENTON/SEATTLE • FAIRBANKS • PORTLAND
DIVA'S
SPIRITS & GRILL

SALEM'S NEWEST CABARET — SERVING COCKTAILS, BEER & WINE

HALF OFF FOR CUSTOMERS
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
& THURSDAYS OPEN-CLOSE

NO COVER CHARGE!
DANCERS WANTED
18 & UP

COME PLAY WITH US!

$5 PRIME RIB
5PM-1AM
FRIDAYS
& SATURDAYS

S3 STEAK DINNER
2PM-9PM
DAILY

HAPPY HOUR
2PM-6PM
DAILY

3165 RIVER ROAD N | SALEM, OR 97303
OPEN 2PM-2:30AM DAILY | (503) 304-5230

Private Dancer
A dancer at your doorstep

ONE-ON-ONE SHOWS
PRIVATE PARTIES
BACHELOR PARTIES

Book at
PRIVATE DANCER PDX.COM
971.236.2924
Currently Hiring Dancers

CLOTHING OPTIONAL
ONLY AT THE PARIS

24 HOURS WEEKENDS
11-MIDNITE WEEKDAYS
ALWAYS 18 & OVER

SIX SW 3RD  503.295.7808
RAYSPARISTHEATRE.COM
This month’s Exotic theme has been plastered all over the magazine so many times, that you’re probably already guessing where I’m going with this column. But, if you attended public school, you might need things spelled out in crayon. Here is a comprehensive, definitive and unbiased list of the three categories of songs you will hear a strip club DJ attempt to play on shift, regardless of outcome. It is with simultaneous shame and honor, that I have kept all three in rotation.

**THE GOOD**

Erring on the side of nostalgia is never a bad idea, especially when it involves a song from a popular movie or television show. This is the reason why a DJ can get away with “Danger Zone,” but nothing else by Kenny Logins. Any pop culture phenomenon dealing with bachelor parties, gangster culture or gangster parties will work, often times, even if the soundtrack is played in its entirety. The Scarface, Superfly, Sopranos, Boyz n the Hood and Labyrinth soundtracks are all able to be played from front to back in appropriate settings (yes, I consider Labyrinth a gangster movie, but only because it is so damn obvious that it’s the source material for Training Day, right down to the scene where Jareth asks Sara if she ever gets wet, after she has eaten a PCP-laced tangerine).

A good rule of thumb for what makes good strip club music is as follows; whatever the actual demographic of a genre is assumed to enjoy, but doesn’t, is usually perfect for strip clubs. One of my favorite go-tos is the “music by black people that black people don’t listen to” genre, i.e. Warren G, Snoop Dogg, Skee-Lo, Humpty-fronted Digital Underground, etc. If you’re looking to play some rock music, steer away from stuff that says “Hey, you should lay off the coke and make something of yourself” (Faith No More, Pink Floyd, David Bowie). Opting instead, to focus on any band that uses a sharp-angled, three-dimensional typesetting for their one-word name. Ratt, Journey, Queensryche, Warrant, Megadeth and Whitesnake are all /fine examples of excellent titty bar fare. By following this formula, you never get too gangster for the motorcycle clubs, nor do you get too hardcore for the homies. I’m not telling folks to avoid a set where you mix Slayer into Brotha Lynch Hung, I’m just saying it will get you shot, if you don’t water it down with some Fresh Prince. If you can’t figure this formula out as a DJ, take the easy exit and just play “punk” music that hot girls associate with clothing companies (Ramones, Misfits, Pink...stuff like that).

**THE DEAD**

DJs need to take special caution when making a song selection plucked from the alternative rock genre—known for taking two chords and juxtaposing them against lyrics, from a decade known for not knowing its own lyrics. Things can get pretty ugly without notice. Take, for instance, She talks To Angels—an otherwise dismissible track—recognized by most casual bar patrons as “the other song by Black Crowes.” No one usually sees a problem with it, unless they’re living out the lyrics while naked on stage:

She never mentions the word addiction
In certain company.
Yes, she’ll tell you she’s an orphan
After you meet her family.

She paints her eyes as black as night now
Pulls those shades down tight.
Yeah, she gives me a smile when the pain comes

The pain gonna make everything alright.

Trust me, the rest of the song gets increasingly more depressing, until it eventually starts an Etsy page dedicated to shitty drawings of evil fairies.
Another common mistake made by even (excuse me, especially) the most seasoned DJs, comes in the form of judging a song by its beat alone. Normally, as in, in any other circumstance outside of a strip club, melody and tempo are what inspire the behavior of the crowd’s collective booty muscles. However, most DJs have made the mistake of forgetting that even the most laid back songs can cause the on-duty manager’s eyebrows to raise. For instance, “Xxplosive” by Dr. Dre, has one of the most funkadelic, relaxing-yet-bootylicious beats, and a sample that instantly brings folks back to a pre-9/11 2001. Hittman opens it up with a G-funk hook, and all appears to be well. Then, Kurupt starts off with a verse that would fit better on a diss track to his ex-wife, than inside the speakers designed to assist in making a nude female feel comfortable and attractive:

Overdosage - imperial pistols ferocious
Fuck a bitch; don’t tease bitch, strip tease bitch
Eat a bowl of these bits, gobble the dick
Hoes forgot to eat a dick can shut the fuck up!
Gobble and swallow a nut up, shut up and get my cash
Backhanded, pimpslapped backwards and left stranded
Just pop ya collar, pimp convention hoes for a dollar
Six-deuce in a plush, six-deuce impala
Pimpin hoes from Texas to Guatemala
Bitch niggas paid for hoes, just to lay with hoes
Relax one night, and paid to stay with hoes
Captain Save ‘Em all day (bitch), well save this dick
Bitch nigga, you more of a bitch than a bitch
You ain’t into hittin’ pussy, or hittin’ the switch
You into hittin’ bitches off of the grip, you punk bitch.

I’m genuinely surprised Hallmark hasn’t taken the opportunity to incorporate the above passage into a Valentine’s Day card.

Although most DJs can laugh off the instances where inappropriate lyrics (of the subtle and not-so-subtle varieties) get dropped on accident, the ugliest mistake that can be made inside of a strip club DJ booth, is what I call the Hybrid Theory Fallacy—named after the Linkin Park album that it applies to the most—if you’re working with a hot dancer that has horrible taste in music, the assumption that physical attractiveness can drown out terrible music, is false. Evanescence should be illegal for many reasons, but if you need one more, swing by day shift at any club with a gravel parking lot and make friends with the girl in all-black, who wasn’t cool enough to discover Skinny Puppy during her teenage years. Bad music can turn a perfect pair of breasts into a reheated Denny’s omelette, as there is nothing more off-putting than a beautiful woman with terrible taste. In some scenarios, yes, it can be the DJ’s fault for not knowing what the dancer means by ‘decent goth music’ Either way you ink it, that Korn tattoo is a sign that your job as a DJ, now rivals that of a fluffer on set at an Ozark porn shoot. Damned if you do, damned if you don’t—even if you play a good song by The Damned.
GREEN ROOM DIARIES:  
A VISITOR'S GUIDE TO POPULAR STONER DESTINATIONS  
BY SATIVATORY RAY

FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS

The Good: Places that have recently been under some sort of health investigation, but are now watching their asses, so they don't get shut down. Chipotle, for instance, just got sued for buying dirty meat from a street vendor or some shit. What does this mean for the consumer? Well, unless you were unlucky enough to eat Chipotle while they were still serving Giardia-ritos, a just-been-sued corporation is equivalent to the equivalent of an ex-convict with an ankle bracelet. You can bet your ass that between undercover health inspectors, local news reporters and that lady Kaitlynne who always asks to see the manager on duty, Chipotle is currently washing their eyes and cleaning their tees when it comes to sanitation. The chances of you getting sick from a place that was just fined for getting people sick are slim to Sonic. Be wary of too-big-to-care places like McDonald’s ("nice documentary, here's a salad with twice the fat as one of our burgers") or spots like Burger King that, for whatever reason, claim to use fresh beef, but have yet to or never been caught slippin'. A recent E. coli scare at a restaurant, is analogous to being in a relationship with someone who you just caught cheating—they’re not going to fuck up again anytime soon.

The Dead: Chains that were around when your parents were still having sex, such as Arctic Circle or A&W. These places are usually stocked with good, if not excellent,

food (for being a cheap option). The problem is, the drive-thru wait is usually about two gallons of gas and going inside means you have to sit next to the old dude who owns the hardware store. Better yet, there's always a pile of classified ad papers that are nothing more than fronts for car lots and multi-level marketing scams. This makes for great reading material, as you wait for a vintage cheeseburger or root beer float while attempting to avoid eye contact with Earl.

The Ugly: Anything with a handful (but only a handful) of pseudo-Mexican options. This is always a red flag, as drive-thru Mexican is among the most unapologetic and basic types of food. Much like Chinese restaurants feature burgers and fries on an “American menu” that serves only as a safeguard from bad Chow Mein, be wary, any fast food joint that finds it necessary to offset their crappy Kraft-singles-and-horseshit cheeseburgers with Kraft-singles-and-stale-shell tacos. Yes, I'm looking at you, Jack. Why don’t you ever have milkshakes available when I'm driving through drunk after a long shift? Clean your machines at noon so reviews like this won’t happen again.

MARIJUANA DISPENSARIES

The Good: Mom and pop. Always opt for the dispensary that makes you ask, out loud, things like “is that person old enough to be working here?” or “Why is everyone just hanging out in the parking lot?” Unlike the fancy yuppy spots (keep reading for more on those), mom and pop dispensaries are more knowledgeable regarding their product. If you ask the nice place by the freeway about their strains, you get an hour-long lecture on how THC and CBD once took PCP at a KMFDM show and were like LOL instead of OMG, so you should buy some OG so you can OD without going MIA. Ask the lady playing with her cat behind a pile of expired weed magazines and old flyers for local shows on the other hand, and she'll tell you, “Kyle up off Commercial and State grows this shit in his mom's backyard—it's better than the stuff Jeff has.” Here's twenty bucks, give me a gram of Kyle and some of those un-packaged cookies that appear to have killed your dog.

The Dead: That place by the freeway or any dispensary with multiple billboards and radio ads. For one, the whole lab-tested, cute-packaging, funny-name rhetoric is all a smokescreen (sorry). First of all, the testing angle goes as follows: growers drop off, say, one or two ounces out of a potential yield of pounds upon pounds. The results from this handful, are used to determine the potency and lack of pesticides for the whole
farm. No room for error at all, is there? Put it this way—if roadside sobriety tests or STD screenings were conducted the same way, I’d be shitfaced on the freeway to Syphilis Town by now. Secondly, dispensaries with quality meds have a quality reputation and they usually advertise in places that actual weed smokers lay eyes on (this magazine, for instance). If a dispensary’s angle is to appeal to the general population, aiming for that “I haven’t smoked since Huey Lewis was a thing, but now it’s legal” crowd, there is little chance of them carrying 29.9% Girl Scout Cookies from Mendo.

The Ugly: Whatever dispensary has changed names three times in the last two months. There are, sadly, tons of these out there and they often feel more like a trap house, than they do a source of alternative medicine. Walk in, smell the black mold that allows the rent to be so low, take a look at the animal-piss-stained carpet, browse the Sharpie-inked paper bags and try to distinguish the top-shelf dirt from the bottom-shelf dirt. No one shops at these nasty-ass dispensaries. They’re only open because the meth hustle in the attic, is offsetting the cost of selling schwag to cancer patients.

STRIP CLUBS

The Good: Any club that advertises in this magazine.

The Dead: Doc’s. Remember Doc’s? Before it was Safari? All the old-schoolers remember Doc’s. Safari is cool, but man, remember Doc’s?

The Ugly: Any club in any state that doesn’t allow full nudity and alcohol at the same time. Nothing screams “Your life is becoming a Tom Waits song and not in a good way,” more than the act of drinking an O’Doul’s at noon in a bikini bar while watching a naked girl wonder if what she’s doing is technically illegal.

TALESFROMTHEDJBOOTH.COM
Eugene Hilton.

and peeing in people’s mouths publicly at the /_first person in history, to talk about titty fucking people’s mouths?” And, that is how I became the anal penetration, foot worshipping and peeing in can also talk about titty fucking, pussy licking, So, if I can say ‘cock’ and ‘fuck’ does that mean I “Jackpot!” and enthusiastically agreed. “OK, great. badasses looked at each other with an unspoken, with my clients, I say words like ‘cock’ and ‘fuck. ’ “Ok, “ I replied with apprehension, “But, normally which they responded, “Yes! That’s the point!” to participate. The problem in my group, was people /_first asked me to be when the badass organizers /_first asked me to be organizers /YES!), I responded with, “But, I’ve /_f_looded out into the halls—talking passionately how sloppy sexual education can be. We have to pick up the pieces, through people’s shame and confusion as adults. But, there does exist at least one glory of a sex ed conference, right here in Oregon.

When the badass organizers first asked me to be the keynote speaker at the Youth Empowerment Symposium (YES!), I responded with, “But, I’ve never even worked with teens before...am I just supposed to...talk to them like...adults?” To which they responded, “Yes! That’s the point!” “Ok,” I replied with apprehension, “But, normally with my clients, I say words like ‘cock’ and ‘fuck.’ Can I say cock to a room full of teenagers?” The badasses looked at each other with an unspoken, “Jackpot!” and enthusiastically agreed. “OK, great. So, if I can say ‘cock’ and ‘fuck’ does that mean I can also talk about titty fucking, pussy licking, anal penetration, foot worshiping and peeing in people’s mouths?” And, that is how I became the first person in history, to talk about titty fucking and peeing in people’s mouths publicly at the Eugene Hilton. It’s hard to say which part the teens enjoyed more; honestly talking about taboo pleasures got them hooting, but showing them actual pictures of hard penises, wet vulvas and different types of pleasurable strokes, had them in complete silence. That’s right, I publicly taught 150 high schoolers how to give handjobs to themselves and “people you love or people you’ve just met,” while shocked catering staff struggled to work with gaping jaws and wide eyes. As much as I emphasize pleasure and exploration, I also emphasize consent, boundaries and health concerns.

The theme of the conference was Empowering Pleasure. I don’t think that today’s youth are empowered enough by being given the permission to masturbate, without the threat that it will turn their insides to liquid as they die slowly in their sleep. This conference didn’t just tell kids how to be empowered sexually, it taught them poetry and music. It talked about consent and respect (for, without those key elements, there is no sex and life is as pleasant as hitting your head with a hammer).

After my keynote speech, we broke up to do workshops. Having never worked with teens, the thrill of talking about taboo subjects publicly quickly faded, as the room turned to chaos. Given that my theme was emotional awareness and how it relates to posture and movement, I expected painful silences, while everybody refused to participate. The problem in my group, was people speaking over each other—eager to talk about their humiliation, their rage, their righteous indignation. We had a wonderful mix of hoots in response to the theme of “And, that’s how I learned to love myself, despite what anybody else says!” mixed with compassion and group anger to the tune of “Fuck the police!”

Don’t get me wrong—I’m not an optimistic sort of a person. Come Thanksgiving, I like to ask people if they’re thankful for genocide. I won’t shut up about cultural appropriation. Miley Cyrus makes me feel conflicted. On one hand, her in-your-face sluttiness and gender-queerness make me want to bring her up at polite dinner parties. But, on the other hand, she profits off the theft of other cultures, without acknowledging it! Another hot, white girl with dreadlocks...goddammit!

Being present at the Youth Empowerment Symposium was truly inspiring and I left feeling hopeful, despite myself. For one workshop, I got to listen to two teenage girls facilitate a sort of Q&A about any and all sexual concerns. Questions ranged from best forms of birth control and how do I make my partners last longer, to “What do you call it when you masturbate with a teddy bear?” (You just call it what you’re into!)

Having already exhausted the conversation with talk about best sex positions, what affects the taste of bodily fluids and how to tell our parents we’re sexually active, etc., a truly exciting sex-educator moment occurred. “Come on, you guys,” the facilitator encouraged, “you don’t need to hold back. We can talk about anything. Helen’s already talked about peeing in people’s mouths and that was the first thing this morning!” I beamed with pride. “Yeah!” her co-host chimed in, “And, if that’s what you’re into, that’s totally ok—people like what they like and nobody is here to judge!” The room nodded with approval or looked out the window with boredom—that’s how I knew I was on the winning side of this battle. This is the good, the beautiful in sex education these days—nobody cares if you want to pee in somebody else’s mouth. As long as there’s consent.

Dr. Helen Shepard is a clinical sexologist in Eugene. She can help you untangle the lies you learned in high school and can be reached at EugeneSexology@gmail.com
Babes, Booze and B Movies!

ROSE CITY STRIP

3620 SE 35TH PL • (503) 239-1004
OPEN 3PM–2:30AM DAILY

Dakota

WAR Presents...
LEMMY
APPRECIATION NIGHT!!!
ALL LEMMY! ALL NIGHT!
SATURDAY, FEB 27 @ 9PM

motörhead

AUDITIONS
DANCERS, CALL FOR A SHIFT TODAY! (971) 258-6071
Welcome to Exotic Marzena! When I saw the proof set for your cover shoot, I knew you were the perfect selection for our theme this month. You look like you stepped right out of a spaghetti western saloon, okay, maybe a spaghetti western porn set, but I digress. When it comes to The Good, The Dead And The Ugly, could you tell us your top three thoughts in each category?

The Good
M - Family, music and getting covered in artwork.

The Dead
M - Toxic people, marriage inequality and negative views on cannabis.

And The Ugly
M - Abuse towards animals, negative, hateful people and getting sent random dick picks.

Where are you from?
M – I'm from Eastern Washington, the Tri-Cities, also known as the Dry-Shitties. The desert brought me here. The clubs, city and the wilderness were calling my name.

How long have you been dancing? Have you danced anywhere else outside of Portland?
M - Off and on since I was 18. I used to work in Seattle at DreamGirls at Rick's, but I definitely enjoy working here in Portland much more.

What do you do for entertainment, outside of being an entertainer? When it's time for Marzena to be entertained, what does she look for?
M – A girl who works hard, plays hard. I'm extremely social, so I love being around lots of people, whether it's friends, family or meeting new friends. I love going to shows, preferably punk rock or metal— and, I smoke tough! I'm not me unless I'm stoned.

What is your signature move as a dancer?
The one that makes men and women weak in the knees?
M – From dropping down into the splits, to flipping upside down and being spread eagle in front of your face... and having other girls come up on my set and join me onstage. I definitely don't have any problems entertaining a crowd.

Tell us about your ink! What's your favorite tattoo? Favorite artists?
M – I definitely have a lot of artwork, so it's hard to pick a favorite—but, if I had to, it would be a toss-up between my giraffe side-piece and my face tattoo. My favorite artists are Arturo Luna from Van's High Caliber in Tri-Cities, WA (he's done a majority of my artwork and was my first artist) and a local artist here in Portland, Nate Laird, from Aardvark Tattoo.

You obviously have an admirable sense of family, care to tell us more?
M – Yes, definitely. Since I'm a twin, I've always been very close to family, especially her. She is my other half and we do everything together—we even work and live together. I wouldn't be myself without her.

Tell us about Dusk ‘Till Dawn and Casa Diablo. What do you like about them?
M – I love the environment of both the clubs—they're equally fun and have a great atmosphere! I have to say, the girls I work with really make it enjoyable coming in nightly. I've grown very close to many of my coworkers.

With 50 some-odd exotic showclubs to choose from, what made you hang your guns at Portland's most notorious den of depravity?
M – Sometimes you strike gold from the start. I had my eyes on the club since before I even moved into the city. I love the fact that it's Portland's most entertaining and talked about club—I wouldn't want to work anywhere else!
Do you have a vampire fetish? If not, what is your fetish?

M – I wouldn’t particularly say I have a “sexual” vampire fetish, but I do like a vampy style and I think it’s definitely a sexy go-to for Halloween. But, I would have to say that choking (or being choked), is one of my main fetishes that really arouses me and gets my blood pumping.

Is there an inspiration behind your name Marzena? After 20 years in this industry, I haven’t heard that one before.

M – I come from a Polish background, so I went for a name that reflects my heritage.

Are you vegan? If so, have you always been? Or did working in the club convert you?

M – I was a vegetarian throughout high school and the years following — but, today, I really don’t like putting a label on my diet. I just prefer to eat healthy, fresh and clean.

Do you have other ways you express yourself outside of dancing, like art, music, nightclubbing, kayaking down waterfalls, zombie hunting, etc.?

M – I love art—that’s probably the main reason I’m covered in it! But, I really love music—I’ve grown up playing the cello for 12 years and it’s one of the best ways I like to express myself.

Where would you like to see yourself 10 years from now?

M – 10 years from now? I would like to see myself still living here in Portland, doing something I love that brings me satisfaction and happiness. I just want to continue to love and live my life to the fullest!

This has been a very enjoyable conversation Marzena, but now it’s time to move into our final set of questions, in the world-famous Exotic covergirl SPEED ROUND! It’s kind of like 20 questions, except we could only afford 9 (free magazine). And, instead of actually answering 9 questions, we just let you pick between two answers, whether you like it or not. Ready…set…GO!

Star Wars or Star Trek?

M – I love art—that’s probably the main reason I’m covered in it! But, I really love music—I’ve grown up playing the cello for 12 years and it’s one of the best ways I like to express myself.

Dusk ‘Til Dawn or Casa Diablo? Casa Diablo, mostly because it’s my main club, but both are great!

Football or Basketball? Football, Seahawks!

Hipsters or Bros, which are more evil? Bros for sure! Nothing but a bunch of fuck boys!

Lumberjacks or man buns? Lumberjacks—I go weak at the knees for beards and flannel.

Batman or Superman? Neither, Wonderwoman!

Champagne or Tequila? Champagne gets me bubbly.

Cannabis or Kombucha? Cannabis all the way.

Thanks again, Marzena! It’s been our pleasure to have you as our covergirl!

You can see this captivating temptress at Dusk ‘Til Dawn: Casa Diablo II on Friday nights. You can follow her on Instagram and Snapchat @ naeniezgoda
Featuring Portland's Hottest Dancers

10205 SW PARK WAY, PORTLAND • WWW.SUNSETSTRIPPDX.COM
10 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND, EXIT 69B OFF THE SUNSET HIGHWAY
SATURDAY IS COUPLES’ NIGHT
DINNER AND DRINK PACKAGES FOR COUPLES - $20

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY - FRIDAY NOON - 7 PM

PENDLETON WESTERN WEDNESDAYS
WESTERN FOOD MENU AND PENDLETON SPECIALS

Jaden

VIDEO POKER NOW AVAILABLE AT THE RUNWAY

The Runway

www.RunwayGC.com

AUDITIONS DAILY BEFORE 5PM - OPEN MON-WED NOON-1AM, THU-SAT NOON-2:30AM & SUN 4PM-1AM

1735 SE TUALATIN VALLEY HWY · HILLSBORO, OR 97123 · 503.640.4086
Why does the term "progressive" become instantly Orwellian, when one applies its implied meaning to the drivers who inhabit a town with only a political concept of the term? Spending a few weeks in the redder, snack-loving militia portion of our fine state, you will notice that most people actually understand how to operate a motor vehicle. What’s odd, is that when one considers the “Ellegeil’s Took Our Loging Jobes” bumper sticker, it’s baffling to think that the liberal side of the political spectrum (one which allows for identifying as an omnisexual, half-wolf vampirekin with self-diagnosed PTSD) doesn’t contain a single person who knows how to steer anything besides an ideological debate, orient themselves without a GPS or change oil that hasn’t been extracted from coconut. Here is a list of reasons why I’m convinced Portland drivers are among the worst in the nation.

Bicycle Culture Does Not Facilitate Fluid Automobile Commute

Portland loves to ride bikes. Unless, of course, we’re talking about leaving the city and getting actual exercise in the great outdoors that so many people claim to move here for. This doesn’t happen, however. No one in Portland rides a bike for the same reasons as the people in the REI advertisements. Portlanders ride bikes to be seen—going ten miles an hour on a busy street, that is no less than two blocks from a completely open neighborhood thoroughfare, that would better suit their two-wheeled needs.

The guise of environmentalism loses steam when one considers that most Portland cyclists are already living with six other childless adults, so they obviously can’t afford that hypothetical automobile they’re supposedly opting against. If six Iraqi children were killed with each gallon of gas sold on Hawthorne, there would still barely be enough carnage to fill an adult-sized casket by the end of the next war.

The cycling trend in Portland is an entirely cultural phenomenon—one based in attention-seeking behavior under the thin veil of quirk (like everything else in Portland). Try driving a car or a truck naked and see if this city is actually that open to self-expression. Further, the unnecessary traffic diversions, double-wide bike lanes, arbitrary rules regarding hand gestures or green boxes and a heap of other problems, result from the guestlisting-of-the-elite approach that ODOT takes toward making sure snowflakes can safely pedal from Salt & Straw to the bus stop.

Portland Weather Is Histrionic

“Hey, how’s it going? Like a little sun? Here you go... just remember that you forgot to say ‘I love you’ in return last night, so I’m just gonna make it rain a little bit. Nah, let’s make it rain a lot. Okay, that was too much, I didn’t mean it—here’re two months of heat stroke, followed by freezing rain in June. Wait, don’t go, we can just keep things foggy for a few months and see how that goes...” Mother Nature in the Northwest is constantly ragging, but in that wrong-kind-of-birth-control ragging, where no one at the party sees it coming until the pretzel bowl is tossed at whoever makes fun of her hair first.

One thing that Oregonians forget is that even though hated by the rest of the real-estate-owning masses in every other state, California produces more human exports than any other state. If it rains in Los Angeles, it means that a year’s worth of transmission fluid and motor oil rises up through the concrete, turning the entire region into a tar pit that isn’t contained within a tourist trap. Drivers from the Midwest are used to long, three-block-plus stretches of road that don’t double as water.
slides. East coast drivers are on their way to places like "work" or "a meeting" and they’re used to driving the speed limit, even if there’s a half an inch of snow on the grass next to the road. Put simply, no one who moves here is prepared for cocktease weather conditions. In Michigan, a few snowflakes mean “gee tee eff oh before the AT-ATs show up looking for Luke’s ice cave,” while Californians react to a few drops of rain as if it was time to stop everything and play Twisted Metal: Orange County.

Adding to the mix, native Oregonians who get their licenses at twenty-five, before purchasing a 1992 Honda from Craigslist and calling it good—you’re not gonna see a better display of slaughter than the traffic report that immediately follows a fresh rain in Portland.

**Courtesy Is An Epidemic**

Ask any Portlander to give you directions, pour you a drink, make your food to spec, show up on time, piss clean, marry young, accept responsibility or take criticism and you have a problem in your lap. Stall at a four-way stop, on the other hand, and suddenly the world is your oyster. For as long as you want. Go ahead, you were here second. Take your time. Oh, you’re not going? Okay, let me inch out just a...nah, just kidding. Seriously, it’s your turn.

Portland’s lack of assertiveness is often mistaken for driver courtesy. It’s not that Portlanders are nice, but rather, they just don’t have anywhere to be. Most jobs around the area simply require that employees clock in “whenever,” and since there’s nowhere to park as it stands, the phrase “I’m an hour late” is usually met with “Hi, I’m Steve. Welcome to the company, your office is on the corner.” If you honk at someone for stalling through a yellow light, they’ll peer out their window at you in disdain, like “Can’t you see I’m adding new Instagram followers here?” Left turn against traffic on a non-arrowed green light? You may as well wait for a re-release of Chinese Democracy with Slash on guitar.

**The Suburbs Exist**

Although Portland doesn’t like to admit that areas like Beaverton or Gresham exist, not only are these real locations, but people living there are often forced (against their own ideals) to possess both an automobile and a job. What, did you actually think that trendy restaurant on NW 23rd was staffed by people living in the city? If your daily commute is a ten-mile, two-hour stretch of strip malls and billboards, chances are you don’t have time to adjust to the non-motorized, two-wheel courtesy machine that is waving on drivers, as they maneuver four-way stops in the freezing sun. I love suburb drivers—right down to the soccer mom who is trying to un-jam the Spongebob DVD from her USB HDTV attachment while arguing with her boss over a Bluetooth headset that only works in soundproof, underwater rooms—even if she is going 45mph on an off-ramp with her left turn signal on. Why? Because she’s not on a fucking bike.
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Dear Sex Workers of Portland,

From the husband of one sex worker, but on behalf of all of us, your lovers, your regulars and your worst nightmares...

I get it. Many of you get more compliments in the bat of an eye, than others ever come close to getting on a daily basis. That’s exactly what I want to talk to you about. People who work in candy shops (even those with a sweet tooth) undoubtedly have their feelings change about candy over time.

Many people, who work as dancers, live relatively normal lives outside of work, and honestly, the work itself isn’t so different than anything else. Some would even say, it is no different at all and I wouldn’t argue. But, my point is, that all of you challenge conventional ideas about sex, love and relationships—some, by having relationships that mirror those of the rest of the world, and others by completely redefining sex, love and relationships.

How often do people in your life commend you for the critical work you do? Not just for paying the bills and putting up with hell...how often do you come home to a spouse, partner(s), friends or family, and have them comment on appreciating the love you give to those who wouldn’t otherwise find it? Or, for being a gifted, intuitive and inspired healer? Or, my favorite, for transcending imposed limits and owning those moments in your work that bring you pleasure?

At work, you love people, even when they can’t find it anywhere else in this cold world. When people are cut off in their relationships, you are present and you are kind. You let the ugliest of us feel attractive. You listen, you look us in the eyes and you love us. Yes, you make your living dancing, but that isn’t all that it is about. Certainly, some people are getting through college or are without options, but that isn’t who I am talking about. In a culture where we have been so repressed and so conditioned, you hold space for us, for our basic needs. You divert and receive so much intensity of testosterone, that the world would otherwise bear the brunt of...

Countless relationships have been saved by your counsel. For many, you have been a sanctioned outlet for the dreary realities of lifetime monogamy. You’ve been a way for straight people to bend. You’ve kept secrets. You’ve remembered us. You’ve let the “occasional” person know that they are truly special. You’ve worked and worked to be our collective sexual fantasy. You’ve let us give you money; let us feel needed, wanted and alive. You’ve given us hope when it has been all but lost.

Hustling is easy—being a topless social worker for the dysfunctional reality of “men” today, not so much.

You’ve been tough as fuck. You’ve given count less people a “pass,” probably tonight even, on your shift right now. Nobody sees it. The people in your life outside of work, they don’t know what you deal with or how gracefully you navigate it. Maybe they listen to you decompress, but they couldn’t understand. In fact, no one really does. But, we do. We’re there with you in it and we see it. Maybe some of us more than others, but we see you.

You maintain a sense of yourselves as sexual beings, even when work demands it all the time. Magic.

You don’t give up on the human race, despite the case we all make otherwise. You love us where we are wounded. You give us touch when we are starving. The money we give is just a gesture of respect. You make us sense you would spend the time for free, because you care about us.

I’m sorry no one else gets it. I’m sorry monogamy makes some of you to downplay the love you give. I’m sorry slut-shaming (and monogamy) makes it harder for you to be able to acknowledge the erotic pleasure that work brings you at times. It’s as though the things that make you so much more beautiful than other people, are the things those closest to you wouldn’t ever acknowledge, because most of them couldn’t handle it—bullshit.

I hope you know that you can love the least desirable of your customers with the same love you have for your partners, spouses, friends—maybe even more...that you can enjoy the most socially unacceptable elements of your work with every single customer...that you can fuck customers, DJs and co-workers…and it’s not that I’ll love you in spite of that fact—I’ll love you because of it. And, I’ll love you in your own special way, for exactly who you are. Even if you don’t have someone in your personal life right now or you do, but they don’t acknowledge what you do at work as being a reason they love you—you are loved.

Sex work doesn’t diminish you sexually. It doesn’t use up your sexual purity. It doesn’t make you dirty. STIs/STDs don’t make you dirty. Pregnancies, don’t make you loose. Your experiences make you the incredible people you are. They give you a depth and worldliness others might not understand. They give you a sexual power, a gift, confidence, expertise and sex-magic. Your experience, it’s wonderful.

The places you’ve been told you are unlovable, are the places I bear witness to your divinity.

Your love, your touch, your rejection of shame, your embracing of human form, your very nature, your style, your heels, your nails, your back of thigh tattoos, your absence of tattoos, your hair, your eyes, your sense of humor, your heart, your scent, your headstand twerk, your drop into the splits twerk, your walk on the ceiling, your pole game, your died pubic hair, your playlist, your lashes, your grace...

I love you for how you treat others with love and kindness, with eros and with sugar.
ALWAYS HIRING 18 AND UP: 888-BUNNYRANCH

Taylor Lee
Taylor@bunnyranch.com
@TaylorLee1n

Stacy Tyler
StacyTyler@bunnyranch.com

Kandi McCarthy
KandiMcCarthy@bunnyranch.com
@Kandi_McCarthy

Caressa Kisses
CaressaKisses@bunnyranch.com
@CaressaKisses1

Moonlite Bunny Ranch
est. 1955

Information available at
888-BUNNYRANCH or www.Bunnyranch.com
- Just minutes from Reno & Lake Tahoe
- Full Bar
- Unique Gift Shop
- Senior & Servicemen Discounts

"Those seeking depictions of graphic sex and the ins and outs of prostitution will dig Hof's salacious memoir!" – Kirkus Reviews

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
VANCOUVER AUCTION OUTLET

STRIPPER & INDUSTRY-FRIENDLY FINANCING

OVER 300 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM!

200 CARS UNDER $200/MONTH!

100 CARS UNDER $3,000!

THIS MONTH ONLY
$1,000 DOWN BUYS ANY CAR ON THE LOT

FINANCING PROGRAMS WITH FLEXIBLE TERMS
OPEN 10AM-7PM DAILY

*THIS OFFER AND ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT INTENDED FOR OREGON RESIDENTS - IT IS INTENDED FOR WASHINGTON RESIDENTS ONLY.

9408 NE HWY 99 • VANCOUVER, WA 98665 • (360) 566-9316
Last month, the hands of fate decided once again to keep their fingers off of the Insane Clown Posse’s tour bus, opting instead, to take two of the most undeniably-influential artists from this mortal coil. Ian “Lemmy” Kilmister and David Bowie both died, at the age of 69, from a likely-curable disease that has taken a back burner to ice buckets and obesity, while a potential cure is being sold “recreationally” in Oregon. 2016 is off to a bad start, but we can at least take a few minutes to remember the folks who brought us what most teenagers simply know as “that Ace of Hearts shirt and the guy from Dark Crystal.”

Admit it. Unless you’re one of the metal kids who only come into the strip club when Malice is in town, you probably can’t name more than two or three Motörhead songs (and, one is a cover, while the other features Ice-T). I know, because I’m that guy. Yet, I’m more than familiar with Lemmy Kilmister, as is anyone who isn’t deaf, blind and living in a commune with Amish parents. Even if you don’t recognize the lyrics to Heart Of Stone when scrawled across a metal kid’s jacket, two riffs and three lyrics into the song is all it takes for anyone with a remote idea of music, to be like “oh shit, this is Motörhead, I need to break something stat.” The uniqueness and consistency of Lemmy’s gravel road vocals, aided with his hardcore-mixed-with-slop-if-that’s-even-a-thing guitar, have distinguished Motörhead from similarly-branded peers like the Ramones (I’m not just talking in terms of the tweens who wear these band’s shirts). The “Motörhead sound” is one that has never been emulated aside from that one time Ween channeled Lemmy on “It’s Gonna Be A Long Night.”

Lemmy Kilmister cemented the definition of “rock.” For one, Lemmy’s persona was Samuel L. Jackson-status regarding career impenetrability. Whether appearing in a video game, a commercial, a handful of random movies or whatever the people at Motörhead Inc. decided was a good idea at the time, Lemmy never once lost cool points. Seriously, the guy could star in an ad for Tab soda, and in two weeks, dudes in death metal bands would be overdoing on it. Secondly, musically, Motörhead never once came close to sucking (seriously, the band has been releasing music for over three decades with no more than a four-year break in between albums, and with Bad Magic dropping just last year, not one filler track to date). Part of this has to do with a respect-for-the-basics approach that Motörhead brings to the table, but it’s Lemmy who gave Motörhead the type of vibe that you find associated with the guy from the motorcycle club, who is equal parts cold-blooded killer and uncle-from-another-dad. The bands Motörhead influenced (I’m looking at you, Ministry and Fear Factory) have all veered off into the realm of over-compressed, trying-too-hard, tinny-ass digital garbage while Lemmy kept the same sound for three and a half decades. And, goddamnit, it never got old.
What Lemmy brought to the pop cultural table is the “I’m so fucking rock ‘n’ roll that I can do pretty much anything and I won’t become less rock ‘n’ roll, but the thing I’m doing may just tell its parents to fuck off, before moving to Hollywood and starting a metal band” attitude. If Lemmy ever endorsed Starbucks, white girls from the suburbs would suddenly be given “metal” status.

Whereas Lemmy maintained longevity through consistency, David Bowie’s legacy can be attributed to dynamic adjustment and ability to predict changes in popular culture. As hard as it is to stick true to a formula (a feat that Lemmy managed to pull off), Bowie’s erratic and constantly-evolving personas were all timely in a way that showcased a seamlessness and coherency, while making drastic adjustments that other artists have failed miserably at executing. Classic acts, like Bad Brains, have killed their careers with one-off reggae-rock albums while modern superegos have failed equally in attempting deviations from the expected (Kanye West’s industrial effort which was, in my opinion, a masterpiece, but basically ignored). There had even been times when Bowie has swooped in and done a better job at what one of his peers had been attempting (Nine Inch Nails, Brian Eno and a handful of other respectable artists have, at one point or another, been one-upped by Bowie at their own game). Even when inventing a genre (glam rock), Bowie ducked out before his baby was old enough to walk (Hey Axl, you’re a few years late with that pleather-friendly haircut and forced sex appeal).

Even Bowie’s own work has been so snapshot-of-an-era that, if it had been released three or four years later, would have been irrelevant. Young Americans, for all intents and purposes, is a semi-forgettable slice of the 80s that is more reminiscent of a collection of television theme songs than a Bowie album—yet, it holds up because it was pushed aside for Low almost immediately after being released, allowing it to become instantly nostalgic, as Bowie switched up the game for an electronic effort to follow his baby boomer anthems. If David Bowie’s discography were compared to a stock trader’s portfolio, the guy would be the number one trader of pop culture trends, buying and selling when appropriate. Whereas the majority of mainstream artists adapt to a current, Bowie has always been swimming ahead of the current—deciding which way it will flow. Further, Bowie is not only confident in his own work, but equally appreciative of outside interpretations of his classics. When asked to comment on Bauhaus’s cover of Ziggy Stardust, Bowie has supposedly been quoted as saying that Peter Murphy’s efforts reflect the way the song was meant to be performed (citation floating around somewhere in pre-Internetland).

Although every one of David Bowie’s personas have been larger-than-life, right down to the pre-posthumous presentation of his own death on his final album (featuring a music video where he sings about invisible disease from a hospital bed, before disappearing into a closet), the man has zero record of a Kayne West moment, in terms of respect towards his industry and fans. During
Bowie’s 1995

Outside tour with
Nine Inch Nails, a buddy
and I were lucky enough
to get floor seats for the show.

Sadly, after NIN departed from
the stage, the general admission
area emptied out—leaving the
thousand or so Bowie fans in the stand.

My friend Scott and I hung around literally
five feet from the White Duke’s boots, next to
a virtually empty floor; there were, no lie, about
two dozen concertgoers left in the general admission
area. I enjoyed the show while my friend acted like a
six-year-old kid who had just been rewarded for coming out
of the closet by being given a bag of cocaine and the ability
to scream for an hour without losing his voice. Needless to say,
Bowie looked down a few times and smiled during the show,
further encouraging Scott’s mania.

After the show, mom’s minivan was leading us out of the
Rose Garden parking structure and we came to a merge with a
limousine. The limo pulled forward a few feet to pass us, then
stopped and backed up. Window rolls down, David Bowie pops
his head out, looks at Scott and me (who were hanging out of the
car window, trying to catch a glimpse of the limo—assuming it
belonged to Trent Reznor’s drug dealer) and with all the egotism
and smugness of a handicapped kid working at a candy store,
Bowie says “Hey boys, thank you so much for sticking around the
show” and waves. Window rolls up, limo pulls off, mom’s minivan
suddenly covered in piss and shrieks.

We’re not talking Smash Mouth here. The single most
influential artist of modern rock music took the time to say
“thanks” to a few fans. David Bowie could walk into any venue,
museum, Denny’s (well, depending on the area) and take the
place over by smiling and asking for it in a nice voice. Yet, with all
of his influence over pretty much every genre of rock outside of
rap-rock or indie-fauxlk (in other words, genres that Bowie fans
would never touch), David Bowie has never once had to prove
himself. No other rock star has been able to grace the screen as a
vampire, alien, gigolo and teenage Muppet seductress, let alone
over a ten-year period. Much like Lemmy was able to stay Lemmy,
no matter what his cameo or guest spot called for, Bowie was able
to adapt to any role that was required of him. You’re not gonna
find a better bisexual, pro-drug emulator of fascist aesthetic to
play in a Jim Henson film.
The loss of two rock legends, Bowie and Kilmister, is tragic enough, but it gets even more depressing when we consider how few important people we have left to mourn. Soon, we will be entering a ten-year period where we will be forced to feign sympathy for Mark McGrath, Ringo Starr (Beatles die in order of talent) and whoever the lead singer of Coldplay is. The meat and the makeup of rock music both passed on this last month and chances are, by the time this issue of *Exotic* hits the streets, we’ll be back to changing our profile pictures to celebrate the new Star Trek movie.

What will be said at the first funeral for a Decembrist or a Mumford’s Son? “Today, we are saddened by the loss of another mediocre regurgitation of an artist we are still mourning from twenty years ago,” or something to that extent. Once Alice Cooper, Elton John, Ice Cube, Patti Smith and Mike Patton die, the *Rolling Stone* may as well go the way of *Playboy* and stop showcasing the one thing their readers used to care about. Rock will be dead and only Marilyn Manson will be around to sing about it (no disrespect to Manson, as he clearly shows tribute to both Lemmy and Bowie, but the guy is neither in practice). The emptiness felt in rock and roll is not simply one of absence, but a void that suggests shoes needing to be filled.

Happy Valentine’s Day.
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SINFERNO

FIRE RETURNS TO DANTE'S

SUNDAYS
9pm to 2am

DANTE'S
350 West Burnside
Portland, Oregon

FIRE RETURNS TO DANTE'S cabaret sex & service industry night

FEATURING Amazing Burlesque Performers • Fire Dancers • Breathe • Belly Dancers • Reborncore • Master Magician Reed McClintock • Pole Dancers • DJ Kevin • Mini-Marilyn Manson
Live Music • Vaudeville Acts • Miss Steak • The Bellini Twins • French Artists • Fire Jugglers • Aerialists • Centerfolds • Emcee Richie Stratton • DJ Wesley • Blasts & Butter
Travelling Circus Sideshow • Striptease Artists • Go Go Dancers • Ozzy & Ex-Suicidesgirls • Sword Swallowers • Freeze The Depression Easter Bunny
Emcee Ed Fairman • DJ Mr. MuMu • And One Man’s Lifelong Quest To Find The Truth About His Missing Vagina, Emcee Andrew Harris
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Portland’s Favorite Strip Joint...

Check Out
SOUL NIGHT!
FEATURING THE BEST OF THE 50S, 60S & 70S GARAGE ROCK AND SOUL EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Lily

“Home Of World Famous Stripparko”

DEVILOS POINT

5305 SE FOSTER RD | (503) 774-4513 | OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS 21 AND OVER. EMAIL PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS’ SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPOINT • #DEVILSPOINTPDX @DEVILSPOINTPDX
Nicolai Street CLUBHOUSE
Restaurant & Lounge

OPEN
MON-FRI 10AM-2:30AM
SAT 1:30PM-2:30AM
SUN 1PM-1:30AM

HAPPY HOUR
FOOD & BEVERAGE SPECIALS!
MON-SAT 2PM-6PM

DJ DICK HENNESSY PRESENTS
PORTLAND’S FIRST STRIP CLUB CARNIVAL
FRI, APRIL 22

AUDITIONS DAILY
CONTACT ALÉ @
(503) 268-7429
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NORTH END OF NW 24TH & NICOLAI ST
(503) 227-5354

Sylvia’s PlayHouse
OPEN 24/7

BODY RUBS
FETISH
TOYS
DOMINATION
BONDAGE
SENSUAL STRIPTEASE
COUPLES
2-GIRL

www.PlayHousePortland.com
8226 NE FREMONT ST • 503-568-4090

DANCERS & LINGERIE MODELS!

WORK FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR HOME!
TOTALLY NEW CAM SITE CONCEPT, WITH MORE TRAFFIC
 THAN THE OLD “PRIVATE SHOW” SITES!

TRY IT NOW! IT’S FREE!

www.exoticcams.com
Dennis Hof’s Team Bunny Ranch!

Now Hiring Fun Girls!
4 Reno/Tahoe Brothels
3 Las Vegas Brothels

Email Madam Suzette@BunnyRanch.com
Or Dennis@BunnyRanch.com
Or Call (888) 286-6972

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

We are seeking
fun and cheerful girls!

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

We are hiring
adventurous individuals!

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

We are searching
for those with a
unique flair!

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

We are looking for
those with energy
and enthusiasm!

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

We are seeking
those with a
passion for
exotic entertainment!

We will work around your schedule
and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)
ATTENTION DANCERS

We Pay A Weekly Salary Of $450!
Relax On Beautiful White Sand Beaches,
Overlooking Crystal Clear Ocean Waters!

Free Housing Available!
Call Today... 671-688-5235

Free Round-Trip Airfare!
Guam’s Club USA Showclub Offers
Entertainers The Opportunity Of A Lifetime!

Dance & Drink
Commissions, Plus Tips Paid To You Nightly!

WWW.CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • EMAIL US AT PAT@CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • 671-688-5235
1270 N Marine Corps Dr • PMB 781 Suite 101 • Tamuning, Guam U.S.A. 96913

GUAM’S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE WARMTH OF PARADISE!
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE FOR $5/DAY!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!

(671) 688-7434
JE7434@GMAIL.COM
WWW.CLUBFOXY.US

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED

EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY! $450 WEEKLY SALARY + DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE. EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO JE7434@GMAIL.COM • CONTACT MAMA JE (671) 688-5234

CLUB G-SPOT, GUAM
See Our Video On YouTube – Search “ClubGSpotGuam”

Get Away From The Cold, Rain & Snow!

DANCERS WANTED

Earn $1,200 to $5,000 weekly!
Earn great income while working on the beautiful, tropical island of Guam!
- free round-trip airfare
- housing provided
- additional $450/week salary
- drink & dance commissions + tips!
- Guam’s weather is 80 - 90 degrees all year round

Guam is a U.S. territorial island in the Western Pacific. Club G-Spot/Valuptas is located on our busy hotel strip, maintaining a steady flow of foot traffic from tourists, locals and the military.

Call 671.649.7409 or email chris@clubgspot.net
Now that you’ve waded out into the deep end of this month’s ongoing theme, The Good, The Dead And The Ugly is going to bring it on home, as we take an up close and personal look at the history of Exotic magazine—Oregon’s longest-running and currently, ONLY free adult entertainment magazine.

THE GOOD

EXOTIC IS STILL HERE!

22 years and counting. The state of Portland, Oregon’s union of exotic entertainment, is strong and hard. Clubs continue to flourish, as the standards of excellence surpass the rest of the nation, as we remain the unchallenged title holder of home to more strip clubs per capita than anywhere else in the United States. Yes, it’s still true—we did the math again and we still rule. And, fuck you Austin, we’re still the weirdest too. Exotic has been here all along for you, growing, showing and exposing all the naughty bits of our sindustry that you just can’t get enough of.

THE PALLAS ISN’T!

Another happy accident took place when the OG owners of The Pallas Club, finally cashed in their golden ticket and sold the joint, which would reopen as a remodeled rock-and-roll-style strip club for a minute or so, before SE Portland showed its true colors and the gangstas of Christmas pasts shot the place up again. The new owners traded in the three twitchy strippers that were left working there, for a high-end sound system, proper stage risers and a massive remodel to reveal ROCK HARD PDX – VENUE & GRILL. Those three twitchy ex-strippers are still there, hanging out by the cigarette machine, waiting for their “regulars,” but now, you can enjoy a night of comedy that is actually supposed to be funny, as well as solid rock and roll from local and nationally-touring acts.

THE DEAD

PRIMITIVE PRINTING AND ARCHAIC SOFTWARE

Ancient editing and layout programs were necessary to produce an independent magazine such as Exotic—though the tech wasn’t quite there yet, when our publisher started this brave new venture. Early editions of Exotic ran on black and white newsprint with spot color for an additional fee. Eventually, full color was introduced and soon after, glossy pages on premium paper—all available for another upcharge in the name of giving the customer what they wanted, in order to be better than the other guys. Half the magazine was printed in one location and the rest scattered across various printing houses across the city. Adobe Photoshop was brand new, just like our new, brightly-colored iMAC’s that were dropped on our desks like big, ugly, intelligent Easter eggs. Did you ever wonder how long it took to render the lens flare on the cover of our 1997-Anniversary issue? About 15 hours. We were high-tech porn pioneers, trail blazing in the name of tits and ass.

THE COMPETITION

Portland used to have a virtual cornucopia of free porn mags over the years. Before Exotic, there was the T&A Times, the porn equivalent of Busted! or the Busted! equivalent of porn. T&A’s publisher went out in a blaze of shame and scandal, over a rape/sodomy charge back in 2001—served some time and was last seen hiding in the Nevada hills near the Moon-lit Bunny Ranch. Next up, was SFX—a revenge mag brought about by a former Exotic salesperson from across the pond. After the revenge thing didn’t work out, SFX’s publisher sold the mag to an aspiring pimp, who escaped into exile, when Portland’s finest named him a person of interest in a number of scandalous scenarios. SFX went quietly into the night, after almost a 5-year run. During my darker days, I went off the rails and hopped on the bandwagon with a couple of high rollers that thought they could swoop into Portland with a ready-made magazine that had been published in several other cities, called Excitement. I jumped ship after its third month, when a former co-worker from Exotic joined up to elevate their pimp game with more escort ads. She ran it for about a year, changed the name to Xcitement, then Uncovered and then just went away. Who’s left? Just Exotic baby—just us!

ESCORT ADS

The Escort Poon Rush of 2000, was brought about by too many free porn mags in our little melting pot. Price wars ensued, deals were made, contracts were broken, but above all else, a shitload of escort ads were run and half the time, not paid for. The term, honor amongst thieves, is absolute bullshit...thieves are thieves, and honor was in short supply back then. With the Internet becoming more of a safe haven for the
fringe behaviors within the escort community, services like Backpage.com stepped in to take over the local escort market, by dressing up their scandalous services as therapeutic massage in between aromatherapy ads and acupuncture schools. All of these factors eventually led to one of the deaths that I have been waiting for since the day I signed on with Exotic—the death of the Escort Section—or as they were later renamed to be THE RED PAGES (currently, the Red pages are actually about ¼ of a page—finding an escort ad in Exotic is like playing Where's Waldo?)

THE MAGAZINE INDUSTRY

Overall, print media is dying a meticulously slow death. When Newsweek decided to call it quits, that was the biggest wakeup call. Kindles, tablets and smartphones ripped the words off of the printed page and onto the pixelated screen. A green alternative, to save the forest from recycling bins everywhere? Maybe. But, I’m thinking it’s man’s desperation to be as lazy as possible and still enjoy the benefits of all the world has to offer. Why go through all the trouble of turning that heavy page to the next? And, what if it’s just an ad on the next page? Gawd, I’ll have to turn another page! You lazy bastards would rather just slide your finger across your Galaxy 5S, rather than risking a paper cut, wouldn’t you? Will my daughters even remember magazines when they grow up? And, will their daddy be running an underground soft-porn mag in his basement on an old school newsprint press? To touch, hold and feel the pages of the magazine in your hand makes you feel connected to what you are reading. Flipping through a Kindle, it’s hard enough to stay focused on which app you had open to buy that cool, USB reading lamp for your Kindle that you will never use because the screen is backlit and doesn’t need illumination you silly bastard. But, have fun with that anyway. R.I.P. Newsweek, SPIN, Vibe, Stuff, FHM, Blender, Playgirl, OMNI, LIFE, SPY and even TIME magazine are about to pull the trigger on the print marketing of their product. Being able to hold a magazine in your hand and feel the cool caress of those glossy pages on your fingertips is a commitment to what you are reading—a relationship that leaves you feeling informed. Scanning through a feature story on your iPhone, with a few disinterested swipes of your index finger is more akin to fingering your lady during the commercials of Super Bowl—unless that hot chick in the Doritos commercial is on.

THE NUDE CENTERFOLD

The greatest blow of all hits home in a big way. As of this month, Playboy magazine will no longer feature nudity in its centerfolds or pictorials. I’m sure the articles will still remain top notch, after all, that’s all we were reading Playboy for anyway, right guys? But now, there won’t be that pleasant distraction of milky breasts and silky vaginas to distract us between all those articles. Girls of the PAC-10 doing their laundry? Ummm, ok, will they be taking off what they’re wearing and then end up in a big basket full of laundry suds, caressing each other’s breasts? No, I’m afraid not. They’ll be folding their laundry and putting that sexy underwear away for another day. Because, today, the men of the world have lost their breast friends. Thanks for the memories Playboy and RIP Hugh Hefner (I know, he’s not dead yet. At least, I think he’s not, but to be honest, he might just be an animatronic version of Hef assembled during the Lucasfilm/Disney acquisition).

THE UGLY

Ugly girls in Exotic ads. Why do you keep doing this to us? Why do you do it to yourselves? I mean, we appreciate your business…but, do you really think throwing a picture of that haggard, tweaked-out stripper and three-time BUSTED covergirl, Mintzy, in your ad is gonna help sell people on your new pool tables and happy hour meatball buffet? I mean, sure, I’m a fan of meatballs and pool tables, but, Mintzy? Fuck no! The deal is off. Just lie to us, put in a picture of a hot girl and mention in your ad, “NOW SEEKING HOT GIRLS!” and hot girls will come, hopefully. But, if a hot girl is thinking about working one of
your meatball parties, once she sees that Mintzy is not only hosting the meatball party, but she’s tossing in a free marinara rub-down and degreaser in the VIP booth, that hot girl is heading straight out the door in search of greener pastures.

I shot this magazine for a lot of years—back in the golden years of Exotic following the dawn of the new millennium. It was the summer of 2000 and I had this fancy, new thing called a Nikon CoolPIX digital camera. Now, everyone with a little practice, a set of lights and a willing stripper, could become an erotic fashion photographer, right? WRONG. That’s like saying any girl with a vagina can be a stripper or even a model, right? ABSOLUTELY FUCKING NOT! There will always be places that some of the less attractive girls can work, these places are usually very dimly lit, and situated somewhere near the outskirts of town, in a gravel parking lot behind a truck stop. These kinds of strip clubs generally don’t advertise in Exotic, they just have Mintzy pass out flyers at the roadhouse and rest stops.

So, let’s get to the point here. Maybe your club isn’t perfect and maybe you don’t have the hottest girls…that’s okay, we understand, we’re even here to help. Image resources like 123rf, iStock, Getty Images, etc., have plenty of full-resolution images of hot, naked women in every flavor of the rainbow, available for licensed use upon purchase, or even free. That blonde that looked like Pamela Anderson at her Baywatch-best is now your ad girl, and you can schedule her whenever you want. A picture is worth a thousand words—real talk. You can give away a New York steak dinner, tap out $1 PBR pounders and offer free private dances at midnight with all the best intentions of the world, but guess what, no one is coming, because you still have Mintzy in your ad.

Before we call it a wrap here in Strip City, I’ve got one last bit of unfortunate ugliness to address. Several years ago, an all-around good guy named Paul Combes, used to write

apparently so—this month, for the first time in just about ever, a magical thing happened. As I was reviewing this month’s proud offering, which you now hold in your hands, I realized there was no Mintzy. Not a single buck-toothed, hillbilly-hand-jobber to be seen on a single page. Maybe it took us 22 years to get here—to make the exotic entertainment industry as pretty as it deserves to be. We can always celebrate the good, and the dead will always be remembered. But when it comes to the fantasy of exotic entertainment, I think it’s about time we leave the ugly on the cutting room floor. You’re better than that.

(Ed: Please note: none of this is targeting or shaming any specific clubs in this city. The author, in his own eccentric way, is trying to explain that it’s just a good, sensible business plan to portray your club in the best way possible to your customers—especially when you’re trying to draw them in visually. We’re here to help!)
for this mag under the name Cooper. Paul would write about guns, knives, superheroes, bourbon and cars. Our very own man’s man. Paul is also one of the most standup guys I ever had the pleasure of working with, when it came to bouncers. He was the kind of bouncer that would diffuse the problem, before it ever got to the danger zone. I worked with him at a few different locations over the years—most recently, at Mystic a few years back, until he later ended up finding work with our friends at Sunset Strip. He had always struggled with diabetes, but just a week ago, I was told that his battle had taken a turn for the worse, when he had to have his foot amputated. Paul is a single dad, who was looking forward to sending his son to college in the upcoming years. Instead, he’s flat on his back, with a very challenging future ahead of him.

This is just another installment in the story of bouncers who put it all on the line out there, and then when they are hurt or injured on or off the job, find there is no relief system in place to help the men who do their best to keep our industry safe. A GoFundMe account has been put in place to help Paul with his medical expenses and a very challenging road ahead for him and his son. You can donate by visiting GoFundMe.com/ggjzkr5w, or stop by Sunset Strip to make a donation directly. Godspeed Paul—your watch isn’t ending, it’s just beginning.

THU 4 – KIT KAT CLUB
LIVE MUSIC WITH ADRIAN H & THE WOUNDS

MON 8 – LUCKY DEVIL
8-YEAR ANNIVERSARY RED PARTY

THU 11 – KIT KAT CLUB
LIVE MUSIC WITH THE FABULOUS MISS WENDY

SAT 13 – STARS CABARET (BRIDGEPORT)
VICTORIA’S SECRET VALENTINE’S DAY LINGERIE PARTY

SAT 13 – STARS CABARET (SALEM)
LOVE BITES - A VAMPIRE VALENTINE PARTY

SUN 14 – SAFARI SHOWCLUB
KILLER CUPID PARTY

THU 18 – STARS (BEAVERTON)
ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI

FRI 19 – STARS CABARET (SALEM)
ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI

SAT 20 – STARS CABARET (BRIDGEPORT)
COMICON PARTY HOSTED BY
ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI

THU 25 – GOLD CLUB
DJ DICK HENNESSY’S 3RD ANNUAL
BEST BREASTS OF THE WEST CONTEST

SAT 27 – ROSE CITY STRIP
LEMMY APPRECIATION NIGHT

SAT 27 – STARS CABARET (BRIDGEPORT)
6-YEAR ANNIVERSARY AND
VIP MASQUERADE BALL

SAT 27 – JAG’S CLUBHOUSE
BODY PAINT & SPONGE BATH PARTY

TO LIST YOUR EVENT IN STRIP CITY SPOTLIGHT
EMAIL INFO@XMG.COM – $50 PER LISTING
LUCKY DEVIL Lounge

8-YEAR ANNIVERSARY RED PARTY!

UPCOMING EVENTS:
- SUPER BOWL PATIO PARTY - 2/7
- 8-YEAR ANNIVERSARY - 2/8
- TINY TUESDAYS MARDI GRAS - 2/9
- ONE MOTO SHOW AFTER PARTY - 2/13
- VALENTINE'S DAY 2 FOR 1 - 2/14

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8 @ 9PM

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS 21 AND OVER - EMAIL PICS AND AVAILABILITY TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE | @LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE
3rd Annual
Best Breasts
Of the West Contest

WANTED
THU, FEB 25 @ 9PM
17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd

WANTED

WANTED

$2,000 In Cash & Prizes!

TO ENTER CONTEST,
CALL DICK HENNESSY
(503) 380-5800

The Gold Club
World Famous Gentlemen’s Clubs
Auditions
EVERY NIGHT 9PM-10PM • (503) 740-7141
CELEBRATE VALENTINE’S DAY WITH OUR SWEETHEARTS
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14
DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT!

THURSDAYS - COUNTRY NIGHT
SUNDAYS - AMATEUR NIGHT

HAPPY HOUR 11:30AM-5PM

COME CHECK OUT OUR UPDATES TO THE BAR & STAGE!
MORE UPDATES TO COME!

NOW HIRING SEXY & CLASSY ENTERTAINERS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
TEXT/CALL (971) 361-9973

OPEN 11:30AM-2AM DAILY
AUDITIONS – SUNDAY 2-5PM, TUESDAY 5-8PM, THURSDAY 8-11PM
15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 253-8765
- New Menu!
- Weekly Dinner Special!
- Gift Certificates Available All Year!
- The Best Private Dances In Portland Oregon!

Auditions Every Day
2PM to 7PM
At Dusk ’til Dawn & Casa Diablo
Just Ask for the Manager on Duty
More Information at
www.DevilDancer.com

2839 NW St., Helens Rd., Portland, OR 97210 (503)222-6600
Open Daily 11:00am to 2:30am www.casad Diablo.com
BEAVERTON
503.258.8963 • 4520 SW LOMBARD AVE • 97005
FACEBOOK.COM/STARSBEAVERTON • @STARS_BEAVERTON

ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18
COMICON PARTY
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20
SHAVE A COSTUME, GET FREE ENTRY
COSTUME CONTEST WITH cash PRIZE
NEW DANCERS WELCOME
AUDITIONS DAILY — INQUIRE AT STARS

BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17630 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224
FACEBOOK.COM/STARS CABARETBRIDGEPORT • @STARSBRIDGEPORT

VICTORIA'S SECRET
VALENTINE'S DAY LINGERIE PARTY
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
CHOCOLATE, STANDARDS, SPECIALS & MORE
COMICON PARTY
HOSTED BY ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20
LEARN A COSTUME, GET FREE ENTRÉE
COSTUME CONTEST WITH cash PRIZE
6-YEAR ANNIVERSARY & VIP MASQUERADE BALL
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27
RENEW VIP GROUPLS SPECIALS, FREE ENTRY WITH COSTUME & MORE

SALEM
503.770.9935 • 1550 WESTERN ST NE • 97301
FACEBOOK.COM/STARS-SALEM • @STARS-SALEM

LOVE BITES: A VAMPIRE VALENTINE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
SUSPENSION ARTISTS AND Live TATTOOING
ADULT FILM STAR BRETT ROSSI
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18
17-YEAR ANNIVERSARY & VIP PARTY
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20
FREE PRIME JB WITH PRIME COVER
FREE VIP ENTRY RENEWED AND 50% OFF NEW VIP MEMBERSHIP

www.starscabaret.com
NEW DANCERS WELCOME • NOW HIRING BAR, COCKTAIL & DOOR STAFF

$5 LUNCH SPECIALS
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS

MARY JANE'S
OPEN DAILY 10AM-11PM
17937 SW MCEWAN ROAD • TIGARD, OR 97224